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Our Story

Hospitality Hall Exteriors, (Josh Hawkins/UNLV Creative Services)

Lied Library, University of Nevada Las Vegas

Black Fire Innovation

Deﬁning Hospitality

Bellagio Las Vegas, Nevada

Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

Innovation and
Entrepreneurship

Industry Statistics

● Industry growth
● Industry
employment
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Student
Research
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All Majors
Welcome

Student
Research
Trends

Cannabis Entrepreneurship
Consumer Spending
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
eSports

Student
Research
Trends

Food & Beverage
Gambling & Casino Operations
Generational Travel Preferences
Integrated Resorts
Loyalty
Medical Tourism
MICE & SMERF
Revenue Management across disciplines apply to other industries
Robots
Security
Sharing Economy
Sports Betting
Sustainability
Technology Across Disciplines

Resource Support
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•
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Company Information
Financial Data
Industry & Market Research
Legal Resources
Local & City Information
Angel Investor & VC information
News & Trade Articles
Non-domain research
Patent Information
… and many others
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Research Support
http://guides.library.unlv.edu/innovation

Innovation Lab
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-disciplinary students, diverse domains
Problem-based learning using real-world
scenarios from integrated resorts
Develop solutions to real-world problems in
the integrated resort
Research to reﬁne the problem and support
the solution
16-week syllabus: Present 5 ideas at mid-term
• The highest scoring becomes the project
for the balance of the semester
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What about your solution?
• Operators: What are the operators, i.e.,
objects or tech that form the basis of your
solution?
• Research each operator in detail
• What are relevant constraints on
these operators, what are
irrelevant?
• Goal State: What does your solution look
like after your research?
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Research Paper Assignment
• Plan, research and write a research paper in a literature review
format. The research paper must include the following topics:
• A problem statement based on your project
• Use your concept map to develop it
• Research into the factors surrounding the problem statement
• Why is it a problem?
• What is the underlying nature of the problem?
• Demonstrate a deep understanding of the problem

Research Paper Assignment
• How does your solution solve this problem?
• Use your concept map to evolve your solution
• What are the relevant technologies associated with your
solution?
• Demonstrate deep research into each component
• Demonstrate domain (subject matter) expertise on each
component

Research Paper Assignment
• Has anyone attempted to solve
this problem?
• Are there any relevant patents
ﬁled?

• A minimum of ten credible
sources must be referenced.
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Collaboration
Impact
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